
Psalm 30
God Raises from Death



Psalm 30

Psalm 30
● v1 - The heading is interesting in that this appears to be an intensely 

personal psalm so why is it associated with the dedication of the house 
(most likely the temple)?
– Many modern scholars consider the association with the dedication a later 

addition, i.e., it was originally a personal psalm of praise for deliverance from 
grave danger, likely an illness, but then used symbolically for the dedication of 
the second temple and, particularly the re-dedication under the Maccabees.  It is 
still used in the Jewish liturgy at the kindling of the candles on Chanukah, the 
Feast of the Dedication

– It may be an analogy to the nation and true worship of God being rescued from 
near death and Judah's enemies not being allowed to rejoice over Judah (v.2).

– A Catholic Commentary on Holy Scripture assigns the communal use earlier - to 
the dedication of the first temple after the plague of I Chron 21 which would 
connect with the arrogance and self-sufficiency described in v7.
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● v2 - The word used for what God has done is not the image of 

raising up off a bed but of drawing up from a well (Soncino).
– The word for extol is rooted in the meaning of raise or to be high

– David lived in a world where others did want him to die.  We live in a 
world where there are those who actively seek our spiritual destruction - 
cf., I Peter 5:8-10

● v4 - cf. Ps 28:1
– A Jewish understanding takes this as hyperbole to show how severe 

the sickness was

– Christians may understand it as a reference to Jesus
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● v5 - There is a very idiomatic way to refer to God in this verse

– give thanks to the memorial of his holiness (Soncino)
● The connection between the memorial of His holiness and His name revealed to 

Moses is in Ex 3:15
● Some translations make the connection for us and translate it as His holy name 

● v6 - Hebrew thought viewed love and hate or anger by actions 
whereas Christian thought may view such chastisement as love - Heb 
12:5-10
– "tarry for the night" is more accurately "comes to lodge for the evening" 

(Soncino, Rotherham)
– Joy here is not so much a sensation as a physical cry for joy.  Soncino 

describes it as a piercing sound wrung from the heart expressing either 
sorrow or joy
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● v8 - The feeling of dismay is very strong; BDB says "disturbed, dismayed, terrified" – cf. II 

Cor 12:7-10

God to Saint Catherine of Siena - The Dialogue, 60

"There are others who become faithful servants. They serve Me with love rather than that 
heavy fear which serves only for fear of punishment. But their love is imperfect, for they 
serve Me for their own profit or for the delight and pleasure they find in Me. Do you know how 
they show that their love is imperfect? By the way they act when they are deprived of the 
comfort they find in Me. And they love their neighbors with the same imperfect love. This is 
why their love is not strong enough to last. No, it becomes lax and often fails. It becomes lax 
toward Me when sometimes, to exercise them in virtue and to lift them up out of their 
imperfection, I take back My spiritual comfort and let them experience struggles and 
vexations. I do this to bring them to perfect knowledge of themselves, so that they will know 
that of themselves they have neither existence nor any grace. I want them, in time of conflict, 
to take refuge in Me by seeking Me and knowing Me as their benefactor, in true humility 
seeking Me alone. This is why I give them these troubles. And though I may take away their 
comfort, I do not take away grace."
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● v9 - The verbs are in the imperfect mood, more like, I kept on 

calling and make supplication (Soncino)
● v10 - cf. Is 38:18

– cf. Ps 6:5(6), 146:4, Ecc 9:5,10

● v13 - Literally "my glory" but the intent is "my soul"
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